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Abstract The current day customary windmills have 

numerous downsides. My paper proposes a choice to 

conquer the downsides. These options are FLYING 

WINDMILLS. The breeze Is a lot steadier at heights, so 

you settle the score more preferred position over ordinary 

windmills In this NEW GENERATION WINDMILLS. 

Flying windmills have points of interest over their l and-

based partners which Is in light of elements, for example, 

shapes of the l and day by day warming and cooling 

designs, frequently face possibly Inadequate wind or fierce 

breezes, requiring costly plans. No such Impediments 

happen In the jet stream, where air moves close continually 

and at a few times the speed that It does at 100 feet off the 

ground, permitting considerably more energy to be caught 

from each square meter of wind. Flying windmills are 

significantly more favorable as I t has impromptu age: 

gadgets with a sensibly basic tie framework don't need to be 

forever introduced In one spot. They could be shipped out 

to any location that required  them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wind results from the air In movement. Regardless of the 

breeze's intermittent nature, wind designs at a specific site 

remain strikingly steady step by step. Normal wind speeds 

are more noteworthy 

 

 
In sloping and waterfront regions than they are well In land. 

The course of air In the environment Is brought about by the 

non-uniform warming of the earth's surface by the sun. The 

breezes additionally will in general blow all the more reliably 

and with more prominent strength over the outside of the 

water where there is a less surface drag. 

They have customarily been estimated at a standard tallness 

of ten meters where they are discovered to be 20-25% more 

noteworthy than near the surface. Wind speeds increments 

with tallness. At a tallness of 60m they might be 30-60% 

higher due to the decrease In the drag impact of the world's 

surface. Customary breeze energy gatherers are even pivot 

machines eg. Dutch sort wind factory and vertical pivot 

machines eg. Darrieus rotor.  
Notwithstanding their focal points, the customary strategies 

do experience the ill effects of a few detriments. Some of 

them are as per the following:  

The turbines may make a lot of commotion, which Indirectly 

adds to clamor contamination.  

  

1. Numerous potential breeze ranches, places where wind 

energy can be delivered on an enormous scope, are far away 

from places for which wind energy Is most appropriate. 

Accordingly, the prudent idea of wind energy may get 

destroyed In terms of new substations and transmission lines.  
 

2. Wind can never be anticipated. Since wind energy will 

require information on climate and wind conditions on a long 

term premise, It might be Impractical. In this manner, in 

territories where a lot of wind energy is required one can't 

depend totally on wind.  

 

3. Wind turbines have a negative Impact on fowls, which can 

be executed or Injured through crashes with the turning 

edges.  

4. Wind turbines cause loss of living space to untamed life 
because of the unsettling influence from Its commotion, 

development of sharp edges, unobtrusive evolved way of life 

changes and electromagnetic fields that  In some creature 

species influences their sonar frameworks.  

 

5. Wind turbines cause Interference to close by TVs (TV's 

inside a few kilometers of the breeze turbine).The most 

important detriment of ordinary sorts Is that there Is not 

continuously (enough) wind. Though at higher elevations, 

wind conditions are a lot better 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This part presents the basic investigation of existing writing 

which i s pertinent flying electric generator. However, the 

writing comprises a great deal many exploration 

commitments, be that as i t may, here, we have broken down 

some significant examination and survey papers. The current 

methodologies are classified dependent on the fundamental 

ideas associated with the components. The accentuation is on 
the ideas utilized by the concerned creators, the information 

base utilized for experimentations and the presentation 
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assessment boundaries. Their cases are additionally featured. 

At last, the discoveries are summed up identified with the 

considered and examined research papers. Part finishes up 

with the inspiration driving recognized issue. 
Mr.SankaranNampoothiri Ms. Dhanya G2, Harvester,Apr-

2016 Lifting system utilizing helium gas filling Lifting i s 

very basic by this system Intricacy i s more i n This Volume  

ODoherty, R. J., Roberts, B. W. Res.Institute, Feb 1982 

Upper Wind information i n One Plan of Tethered Wind  

Energy System. Sunlight based Energy Pneumatic stress i s 

very significant While planning the defaces framework 

Extremely accommodating i n planning of blemishes 

framework  CH.Uday kiran reddy -Y.Dasarath-2009 Lifting 

instrument utilizing Helium gas i s most reasonable for 

lifting Helium gas properties i s given which are very 

supportive Kamini n. shelke December-2012 This idea is 
utilized magenn Air rotor framework i s utilized None 

Magenn air rotor Framework is depicted Simply Rakesh 

Chaudhary April 2015 Electrical Energy age by defaces A 

high force l ess Speed i s of very Little in size Great perform 

 

3. WHAT ARE FLYING WINDMILLS? 

A. Basics 

It Is a windmill like a traditional one In Its working guideline 

yet here the rotor and generator will be gliding In air just like 

a tourist balloon. The generator will be walled in an 

Inflatable structure and this structure Is held by a Tether 
furthermore, attached to the ground. Canadian architect Fred 

Ferguson, specific In aircrafts, proposed an Innovative 

framework called as Magenn Air Rotor 

System(MARS).Magenn's plan is drastically unique in 

relation to different windmills on the market It would not 

utilize propeller cutting edges. All things considered, It 

would be a helium zeppelin, with Savories-style scoops 

making It turn around engines at the connection focused to 

Its tie. 

 

                   Flying Windmill 
 

B. Magenn air rotor system 

The helium filled MARS Is a light turbine made of vectran  

an impenetrable material that I s more grounded than steel of 

a similar thickness – and Is associated with the ground by an 

Insulated conductive tie. The unit can ascend to a tallness of 

300 to 1,000 feet to exploit more consistent and higher 

breeze speeds at higher elevations that traditional breeze 

turbines can't reach. While In the sky, the MARS turbine 

turns In the breeze, producing power. The current Is moved 

down the tie for utilization, battery stockpiling or 

communicated to a power lattice 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Magenn Air Rotor System 

 

Helium Is alight Inert gas and the second most bountiful 

component In the universe. Helium gives additional lift and 
will keep MARS at height In extremely low winds or quiet 

air. It is likewise copious, Inexpensive and earth safe. 

Helium's Inert quality over other lifting gases makes It 

entirely worthy.  

The MARS units will have an inside bladder framework to 

look after weight. Helium leakage Is not an Issue under 

ordinary conditions; abundance air disturbance also, blasting 

may introduce a little danger however this art has been 

intended to withstand difficulties. Not at all like In a kid's 

inflatable, helium leaks at a pace of as it were a big part of a 

percent for every month In these plans.  
MARS will be developed with composite textures utilized I n 

aircrafts today. The texture will be either woven Dacron or 

Vectran with an Inner   laminated covering of Mylar to lessen 

porosity and an outside covering of Tedlar which will give 

bright assurance, scrape obstruction and shading.  

Over speed controls are assembled Into the plan of MARS. 

On the larger MARS units, inordinate speed Is constrained 

by directing tie stature. Weight Is continually observed and 

controlled. Turn speed, wind speed, and generator capacities 

are likewise checked. Contingent upon size, either DC or AC 

generators will be utilized, with correction as vital. 

 
MARS units should and will have lighting each 50 feet, and 

the lights should streak once every second. All MARS units 

should and will have an instrument to rapidly flatten In case a 

unit gets disengaged from its tie. 

 

4. LIFTING MECHANISM 
The Magenn Air Rotor System (MARS) is the up and 

coming age of wind turbines with cost and execution 

favorable circumstances over existing frameworks. MARS Is 

a lighter-than-air fastened breeze turbine that turns about an 

even hub because of wind, producing electrical energy. 

Helium supports the Magenn Air Rotor System, which rises 

to a height as chosen by the administrator for the best winds. 

Its revolution additionally creates the "Magnus" effect. This 

streamlined wonder gives extra lift, keeps the MARS gadget 

settled, positions MARS inside a controlled and confined 

area, lastly, makes MARS pull up overhead to augment 

elevation instead of float downwind on its tie. 
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Helium Gas Filled In The Inflatable structure 

 
A. Helium gas filled in the inflatable structure 

MARS is loaded up with helium gas, which i s dormant and 

non-combustible. The lifting gas makes a lift power that is in 

abundance of the all-out weight of the framework. The 

helium gives at any rate double the positive lift versus the 

general load of the MARS unit. Extra lift is likewise made 

when the rotor is turning in a breeze. The streamlined impact 

that creates extra lift is known as the Magnus Effect. 

The consolidated impact from light (helium) lift and 

streamlined (Magnus) lift help balance out the Air Rotor 

against "inclining" in the breeze. In tests, an Air Rotor went 
straight up and held a close to vertical situation in different 

breeze speeds, since the Magnus impact increments as the 

breeze speed increments. Exploration shows that greatest 

lean will never be i n excess of 45 degrees from the vertical. 

Helium isn't the solitary thing that keeps the article on high. 

Joined with its shape, the turning creates lift utilizing what is 

known as the Magnus impact, which additionally will in 

general keep the art overhead on its tie, as opposed to 

floating downwind. The greater the MARS unit, the simpler 

it is to fabricate heavier more grounded structures, envelopes, 

and generators. For instance, the biggest MARS units 

arranged (100' x 300') will have several tons of light (helium) 
lift. 

This is well in overabundance of the general Air Rotor 

framework weight 

 

.  

Arrangement of MARS. 

 

5. HOW DOES IT  WORK 

As the rotor of the windmill rotates due to high velocity wind 
it produces very high torque. There is a step-up gear box 

which connects the low-speed shaft to the high-speed shaft 

and increases the rotational speeds from about 30 to 60 

rotations per minute (rpm) to about 1200 to 1500 rpm. The 

electrical energy thus produced is transferred down the tether 
for consumption, or to a set of batteries or the power grid. 

 

 

.  
 

 
Performance of power flow of MARS 

 

Table.1.Specifications of 4kw Mars 

 

6. ADVANTAGES OF MARS 
 

1. Minimal effort power – not as much as Rs. 5 for every 

kWh.   

2. Winged creature and bat agreeable. 

3. Lower commotion. 

4. Wide scope of wind speeds - 2 to i n excess of 28 
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meters/second. 

5. Higher elevations - from 200 to 800 feet over the ground 

level are conceivable without costly pinnacles or cranes. 

6. Less cutoff points on position area - coast line situation 
isn't vital. 

7. Capacity to introduce nearer to the force framework. 

8. Ideal for off framework applications or where force isn't 

solid. 

9. They don't need land, wide streets and large equipment for 

gathering. MARS units eliminate these impediments on the 

grounds that the units don't need cranes or extraordinary 

streets for establishment. 

 

7. DISADVANTAGES 
1. MARS units can't be introduced inside five miles of the 

limit of any air terminal. 

2. Beginning expenses are high. 

3. Another impediment of drifting windmills i s that they 

must be brought down in incredibly ground-breaking winds, 

while basic breeze turbines are essentially closed down. 

 

8. APPLICATIONS 
1. Off framework for houses and far off utilizations, for 

example, cell pinnacles and investigation hardware. 

2. Non-industrial countries where framework i s restricted or 

nonexistent. 

3. Fast arrangement (to incorporate airdrop) to hazardous 

situations for capacity to crisis and clinical hardware, water 

siphons, and aid projects (ex. Katrina,Tsunami). 
4. What's more, military applications. 

 

9. FUTURE SCOPE 
By and by, India has an introduced power age limit of a little 

over 207.8 GW, of which sustainable assets represent around 

25 GW, and wrap makes up a larger part of this introduced 

limit. In 2011 the state-run Center for Wind Energy 

Technology reevaluated India's breeze power potential as 

102,778 MW at 80 meters stature at 2% l and accessibility, 

up from the previous gauge of rough 49,130 MW at 50 

meters, likewise at 2% l and accessibility. On the off chance 

that the assessed capability of 102 GW was completely 

evolved, wind would give just around 8 percent of the 
projected power interest i n 2022 and 5 percent in 2032. The 

MNRE (Ministry of New and Renewable Energy) had 

chosen an objective of 10500 MW between 2007 and 2012 

[11]. As indicated by the twelfth Plan period (2012-17) more 

than 88,000 MW of intensity age is added which is now set 

by The Planning Commission. Past arrangement for example 

the eleventh Plan focused on 78,577 MW of limit what's 

more, yet it accomplished just 52000 MW. Adding a network 

intelligent sustainable limit of around 30000 MW is likewise 

arranged. It includes 15000 MW from wind, 10000 MW 

from sun based, 2100 from little hydro and the equilibrium 

principally from biomass is arranged. 
Indian breeze industry has anyway eased back in 

development. 40% dunk in establishment i s recorded by the 

enterprises just its first 50% of the year. The development of 

the business is influenced by the strategies; it stays not yet 

clear what steps are taken to reestablish harmony. The India 

Wind Energy Outlook 2012 i n i ts report assessed that the 

age of wind energy could more than fourfold to 89 GW by 

2020; i t would likewise pull in unfamiliar ventures of about 
US$ 16.5 billion. 

According to Section 80(J) of Income Tax Act 1961, 

enterprises were permitted 80% deterioration on capital 

contributed. From that point forward till 2012 (when the 

advantage was eliminated), Wind Power advancement and 

development has consistently depended principally on 

Accelerated Depreciation (AD). Restoration of quickened 

Depreciation benefits. Wind Energy industry, from most 

recent couple of months, when Union Budget was 

introduced; a point with respect to the restoration of 

Accelerated Depreciation (AD) for wind energy generators 

was made. The new government has reported that it was once 
again introducing AD (80%) in 2014, a lot to the pleasure of 

Wind Power partners. 

 

10. CONCLUSION 
If there should be an occurrence of flying windmills the 

MARS framework is exceptionally easy to introduce, 
requiring insignificant on site work. Not with standing its 

huge size, no cranes or larger than usual vehicles were 

Needed to send the framework, nor are they expected to be 

needed for bigger units. High‐altitude wind power utilizing 

fastened breeze turbine gadgets can possibly open up another 

breeze asset i n regions that are not served by ordinary 

turbines. 
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